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Ex-students
fined, jailed
in theft case
by Angela Blandina
editor

USG speaks: Kevin Coughlin,
Undergraduate Student Government
president, will speak to student
groups in an effort to get in touch with
the student body. Coughlin will speak
to the Peace Coalition and
Progressive Student Organization at 9
tonight at the UCF Center and will
address the World Student
Association 5 p.m. in 411 South Hall
Dec. 3.
Coughlin and vice-president Colleen
McGinty will talk to the Latino
Student Union Nov. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Services Building.

Student arrested: Former

City
Marijuana seized: City and

county police seized $13,500 worth of
marijuana in a North Enterprise
Street home a week ago. The Nov. 21
raid also uncovered assorted drug
paraphernalia and an amount of
another hallucinogen, police said.
The police were aided in their
search by Bunny, a two-and-one-half
year old drug-sniffing Labrador
Retriever. However, no arrests have
been made yet, police said.

Nation
Adult students return:
The days of college classrooms filled
with 18-year-olds may be coming to an
end, and universities must adapt to
the needs of a rapidly growing pool of
adult students.
A recent survey conducted by
College Board News found that by the
year 2000, half of college students
nationwide will be classified as adult
students — those 25 years of age or
older.
In light of this, university officials
say schools will seriously have to
consider the needs of those adult
students.
Peggy Sullivan, assistant dean of
students at Purdue University, said
this could mean that colleges would
have to offer more weekend and
evening courses, as well as
implement a child-care program to
assist the growing number of single
parents attending school.
Transplant first:Surgeons on
Monday undertook the nation's first
liver transplant from a living donor—
a mother who's giving a third of her
liver to her 21 -month-old daughter. If
successful, the operation at the
University of Chicago would provide a
solution to a severe shortage of
organs for children who need
transplants, doctors said.
Teri Smith, 29, was rolled into
surgery at 7:35 a.m. to begin the
operation in which the left lobe of her
liver was to be transplanted into her
daughter, Alyssa, said a
spokeswoman at Wyler Children's
Hospital at the University of Chicago.
"She was as eager to get started as
she was a month ago when we first
proposed this to her," hospital
spokeswoman Mary Fetsch said.
' 'She has not displayed any signs of
doubt or hesitation.'
Dr. Christoph Broelsch led the
surgical team in a two-phase
operation that began with removal of
a portion of Smith's liver, said Fetsch.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

High 20°
Low 10°

BG swimmers sentenced

Rights discussed: Lane
Aldridge assistant director of the
University's women's studies
program, will speak at Firelands
College on "Women's Rights: A
Question of Human Rights" today at
noon in the Firelands Room.
Aldridge will address issues such as
women's health, sexism and sexual
harassment. The presentation is a
part of the Firelands UCAM Peace
And Justice Center's series on basic
human issues. The program is free
and open to the public.

University student Thomas Solomon,
21, of Madison, Ind., pleaded guilty to
receiving stolen University property,
a fourth-degree felony.
Madison is the eighth student
convicted of involvement with the
rash of computer thefts which
occurred on campus last spring.
His sentencing is scheduled tor Jan.
2 at 11:30 a.m. in Wood County
Common Pleas Court. Solomon faces
a possible sentence of six months to
one and one-half years in prison and
fines as high as $2,500.

Weather

BG News/John Potter
Jonathan Warnick, former University student and swim team member, consults with his attorney Monday In Wood County
Common Pleas Court Warnick was sentenced to two concurrent two-year prison terms and was ordered to pay more than
S118.000 in restitution in two separate cases.

Jetliner crashes

Colombian airplane explodes; 107 killed
by Stan Yarbro
Associated Press writer

BOGOTA, Colombia — A Colombian
jetliner crashed on the outskirts of Bogota on Monday shortly after takeoff,
and all 107 people aboard were killed. A
caller to a radio station claimed drug
traffickers bombed the jet.
Witnesses said the Avianca Airlines
Boeing 727-100 exploded before it
plunged into a hilly area south of the
capital, about a mile from a neighborhood of slum houses and factories.
Pieces of the jet were found up to six
miles from the main point of impact,
police said.
Hours later, a man called Radio Caracol and claimed that a group called
The Extraditables blew up the jet to kill
five police informants. He said the five
gave police information that led to the
discovery of the Medellin drug cartel
leader's hideout.
The man did not identify himself, and
the claim could not be immediately
authenticated.
"The plane was flying along when
suddenly it exploded, broke in two and
fell in flames and smoke," said a witness, Alfonso Moreno, in an interview
with the radio network Caracol.
"I heard explosions and I thought
there was some problem with transformers in the electrical station, but I

looked up and saw a plane explode in
the air, and bodies and pieces of lugSige were falling," another witness,
ario Vasquez, said.
Two Colombian air force pilots in another plane reported seeing two explosions on the let, said the director of Colombia's Civil Aviation Authority,
CVOV, Jorge Gonzalez.
The airline refused comment on the
reports of explosions. Avianca spokeswoman Patricia Duarte said the plane
carried 101 passengers and a crew of
six and that all were killed. Their
nationalities were not immediately
known.
No one on the ground was hurt,
spokesmen for Colombia's Civil Defense teams said in radio interviews.
Investigators had found no evidence
of a bomb, said Col. Edgar Leal, chief
of national police for the state. He said
the flight recorder had not been found.
Flight 203 was bound for Cali, about
190 miles southwest of Bogota. Cali is
the headquarters of one of Colombia's
biggest cocaine cartels and has been
the site of frequent bombings and other
attacks since the government declared
war on drug lords in August.
The plane took off from Bogota's El
Dorado International Airport at 7:15
a.m., and the pilot, Jose Ossa. told the
tov er at 7:18 a.m. that everything was
no.-mal, Duarte told The Associated
Press. It crashed shortly afterward.

Pay plan proposed
to help city workers
by Wynne Everett
staff writer

Bowling Green's city administrators
unveiled a proposal Monday for a new
pay plan which may result in an average 9.61 percent pay increase for city
executive and administrative employees.
In a special session of City Council,
Personnel and Safety Director John
Fawcett and Muncipal Administrator
Colleen Smith explained the new plan,
designed to decrease the number of salaried employees who are ineligible for
overtime pay.
Under the current pay system, many
salary-paid city employees are outearned by their hourly wage-earning
subordinates who are eligible for overtime.
Fawcett cited the city's police, fire,
electric and public works divisions as
departments where hourly-paid
workers earned more than their salarypaid supervisors last year.

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — Space
shuttle Discovery streaked out of orbit and landed
safely Monday in the setting sun at this Mojave
Desert air base, ending a secret military mission extended an extra day and then an extra orbit by high
winds.
Air Force Col. Frederick Gregory, commander of
the five-person crew, guided the winged spaceplane
to a touchdown on a concrete runway at 4:30 p.m.
PST after a five-day flight that covered nearly 2 million miles.
"With the sun glinting off the underside of the vehicle, it was really a pretty landing," said NASA
spokeswoman Nancy Lovato.
The orbiter touched down to the strains of the
national anthem wafting from loudspeakers across
the desert to an applauding crowd of about two dozen
NASA observers.
"Commander Gregory reports wheels stop," said
Billie Deason. the Mission Control commentator.
Immediately after the touchdown, NASA workers
began preparing for the crew to exit from Discovery.
Darkness fell quickly, leaving the orbiter illuminated by powerful searchlights on the desert runway.
An hour after touchdown the crew was driven
away from the orbiter in a van to undergo medical
checkups. The astronauts were to board NASA Jets to
fly to Johnson Space Center in Houston about 8:30
p.m. PST.
Two sonic booms cracked overhead as Discovery
descended through a clear sky and made its sweep-

increases union bargaining employees,
hourly-paid employees and nonbargaining employees receive.
Phase-in for the new plan is scheduled to begin Dec. 25 of this year and be
completed in June, 1990.
Smith cited the inadequacies of the
city's current pay plan as an additional
reason for the new plan.
Within the city's present "step" pay
program, five employees reached their
final pay plateau in 1989. These employees have received their last raise
in this system, Smith said.
Financial Director Charles Ken- said
the city has received a windfall revenue this year that will facilitate the
change to a new system.
Of the city's general fund. $700,000 of
unexpected revenue will help offset the
estimated $230,000 cost of the plan in its
first year, Ken- said.
"Of course we recognize the impact
of the cost of this on the city," Fawcett
said. "That's why we've spread it over
18 months."

The new plan classifies executive
and administrative offices into seven
pay grades with separate salary midpoints based on analysis of a salary
Another meeting to discuss the prosurvey for those offices.
posal before it goes before City Council
Pay increases then would reflect a in bill form is scheduled for Thursday
weighted average of the annual wage at 4:30 p.m.

Shuttle
touches
down
Discovery ends classified mission after wind delay
by John Antczak
Associated Press writer

A former University student, guilty
of arson and receiving stolen property
— third-degree felonies, was slapped
with two concurrent two-year prison
sentences and more than $118,000 in
fines Monday in Wood County Common
Pleas Court.
Jonathan Warnick, 21, of Worthington, Ohio, was given the maximum twoyear prison sentence and was ordered
to pay more than $35,000 in restitution
to the University, in connection with
last spring's computer thefts.
Judge Gale Williamson also imposed
the maximum sentence of two years in
prison on Warnick, convicted of setting
fire to Maurer-Green Rentals office,
224 E. Wooster St., last spring.
In restitution for damage to the rental office, Williamson mandated Warnick pay more than $78,000.
He will serve his prison terms at the
Ohio State Reformatory in Mansfield,
Ohio.
Two more former students involved
in the University thefts also were sentenced by Williamson Monday.
Q See Sentencing, page 3.

ing approach to runway 04. Forty-five minutes before touchdown, controllers directed Gregory to shift
to 04 from hard clay runway 17 because of more
favorable winds.
The rays of the setting sun shone brilliantly off the
shuttle as it made its final approach to a centerline
touchdown.
The shuttle landed in light crosswinds of 5 mph and
a headwind of about 17 mph.
Mission Control lifted its curtain of silence on the
flight to report 80 minutes before landing that Gregory had successfully fired two braking rockets to
drop the shuttle out of orbit and start it on a fiery
plunge through the atmosphere.
"The propulsion officer and the crew confirm that
the burn was good," control center commentator Billie Deason reported after the 3 minute 4 second
rocket ignition.
The five-day flight reportedly put in orbit a satellite to monitor military communications over a wide
area of the globe.
Although as many as half a million people have
flocked to this desert air base to watch previous shuttles land, Monday's touchdown was closed to the public because the mission was classified.
Winds gusting to 30 mph forced NASA to call off a
landing attempt here on Sunday. The winds were not
as strong Monday, but were high enough at times at
more than 15 mph to make conditions unacceptable
for a jplanned landing at 2:52 p.m.
With prospects looking better for the follow-on orbit, controllers directed the astronauts to stay aloft
another 89 minutes. As predicted, the winds subsided
and NASA gave the astronauts the go-ahead to Ore
the braking rockets.

Students in ID
forgery given
'suspensions'
by Beth Church
news editor

University students implicated in a forgery
ring for manufacturing fake IDs received sentences ranging from suspended driver's licenses to severe fines in Bowling Green Municipal
Court Monday.
The four men, all residents of the second and
third floors of Darrow Hall were found guilty of
Thomas Green, of Alliance, Ohio, pleaded
guilty and was fined $750 plus court costs and
must serve 40 hours of social work at the University or in the city. His driver's license was
suspended until May 1990 and Green will be on
probation through November 1991.
Jason Weigman, of Gibsonburg, Ohio,
pleaded no contest and was fined $550 and put
on probation through November 1991. His
driver's license was suspended until May 1990.
Christopher Thomson, of Rossford, Ohio,
pleaded no contest and was put on probation
through November 1991. His driver's license
also was suspended until May 1990.
Matthew Malec, of Medina, Ohio, pleaded no
contest and was sentenced to probation through
November 1991 and limited suspension of his
D See IDs, page 4.
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PARKING REGULATIONS

Angela Blandina
Editor
Amy Burkett
Managing Editor

Beth Church
News Editor

Amy Cole
Asst Managing Editor

Barbara A. Weadock
Editorial Editor

Parking plan an
excellent idea
Safe and sound.
This is the concern most students have when
parking a vehicle.
Undergraduate Student Government, however,
did not list this as one of their primary concerns regarding the change in student parking.
They were more concerned about students' walkingdistance.
The disgust in USG over the University's new
parking plan has spurred controversy. The plan
will require freshman and sophomore on-campus
students to park their vehicles in the lot near the
visitor's information center (Lot 6).
USG compared students to consumers which, although they are, this comparison does not fit every
scenario and this is one that does not apply.
There is nothing wrong with underclassmen
parking in that lot. Cars would be safe there and
students would also — due to increased lighting that
would be installed.
The issue is not even the problem of walking, because the University would also provide shuttle
service to all on-campus locations. This really is not
as big of a problem as USG is making it appear to
be.
Students should be happy they are able to have
the vehicles on-campus —other universities in Ohio
such as Miami University do not allow underclassmen to have their vehicles at school at all. We are
fortunate in this situation, because anyone can
have a car at school.
The only problem is waiting a few extra minutes
outside a building before the shuttle bus picks up
and drops off students at their vehicles safe and
sound.
Many people believe faculty should have to park
out there instead of students, which is ludicrous.
Why should faculty members, who drive to campus
every day, have to park that far from their offices?
Very few on-campus students drive to class on a regular basis.
Faculty members should also be given respect
for the fact that they are older than most students
and have been here longer.
As trivial as it may seem, parking is a privilege
and one that should be accorded to faculty members as a result of their service to the University.
USG suggests the construction of a parking garage, which is not a good idea. Why? Most importantly is the large pnce tag that should be used for
more important things involving academics or
something that enhances campus life, not on a big
ugly storage tank for vehicles — above or below the
ground.
Not only has University President Paul Olscamp
opposed such a project, but even if it were implemented, it would only be another excuse for the University to increase student fees.
In this case, the positive elements of this plan outweigh the negative; thus the University should
move forward with its new parking plans.
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Is chew an aphrodisiac, or spit?
A thick brown stream of saliva
shot from his lips into the worn
plastic cup. Amber sputum
dripped from his stained teeth to
his chin and fell in tiny strands
tohisshirtfront.
The woman in the room
swooned, caught up in the heat
of his passionate pose. The spittle on his chin swayed her heart,
and she gazed upon his duncolored choppers with glassy
goo-goo eyes of love.
She imagined his soiled mouth
pressed hard against her wait-

Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy EdHor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Production Sup r
Production Sup'r
Production Sup'r

ing lips. She longed for his
Krobing tongue. She pressed her
acksiae against the dormitory
wall imagining his tobaccotinged saliva intermingling with
her own.
Her chest heaved lustfully at
the thought of sharing his Red
Man Chew.
Across America, one in five
college men chew tobacco. At
Bowling Green. I suspect that
figure is a little higher.
And I'm sure Bowling Green
women are really turned on by
men who stuff wads of plant
growth between their cheek and
gum.
Now, don't get me wrong. I'm
not opposed to chewing tobacco,
the use of chewing tobacco, the
use of tobacco in general. If
somebody, man or woman, realS wants to stick something in
eir mouth that has been
steeped in cow dung for months,
hey, more power to em.
I just don't get it.
I guess it wouldn't be so bad if
the residence halls weren't filled
with carpets stained by the juice
of tobacco-chewing real men, or
sinks clogged with the soggy
clumps of tobacco leaves.
But then, I guess you can't
take Jethro off the farm, put
shoes on him, send him to school
and expect him to learn social
niceties in just four years.
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Maybe the joy derived from
(lipping doesn't come until the
autumn years of a man's (or
woman's) life. After a lifetime
of 'Must a pinch between your
cheek and gum," there will be
enough room for more than just
a pinch.
Once the mighty choppers
have bit the dust, so to speak,
practically an entire can will fit
in that facial orifice.
Or maybe a great thrill can be
had when virulent cancer rots
away the gums and the teeth and
leaves the breath smelling like a
fresh morning daisy.
You know those fresh morning
daisies that grow next to the solid waste landfill. Yeah, those daisies.
I know women who go to great
lengths to keep the nicotineladen leaves from the lips of
their men. One stole 10 cans
from her man and dumped that
wintergreen taste in the trash.
Another is slightly dismayed,
okay, she's ticked, because her
significant other has kept a spit
cup on his desk for two months.
Unemptied for two months!
Plastic spit cups?! What happened to the spittoon?

If guys really want to bring
some honor and class back to
chewin', they should bring back
the spittoon. Bring some skill
back into the game. Uplift yourselves, guys. Make spittin'

contests part of floor wars.
If you must chew, chew with
class.
Robaugh, a news-editorial
major, is a columnist for The
News.

LETTERS

Educators: Don't forget opinion
To the Editor,
As a future educator of students in our society, I feel that
our present educators rely on
the memorization of facts,
theories, statements, etc. Why
can't more of the teachers,
professors, graduate assistants,
etc. test their students in a manner that fosters thinking and allowing students to express their
own opinions? With testing students on the pure memorization
of facts, it is not allowing the
students to think and grow intellectually. All memorization does
is promote uniform thinking and

not individuality. I think that it
is important that future and present educators realize that
having an understanding is
much more valuable in the long
run than memorization. As a
concerned educator talking to
present and future educators,
please make a strong effort to
encourage thinking and allow
students opinions to be expressed, rather than rely on the technique of memorization in your
classroom.
Todd J. Hague
619 South College Apt. 2

Magazine showed "poor taste"
To the Editor,
The BG IVews published an issue of Friday Magazine Nov. 17
which I considered extremely
offensive. This issue dealt with
sex. I believe the subject was
handled in very poor taste. The
front page of the magazine displayed a photograph which verged on pornographic.
When I first saw my neighbor
reading it, I was immediately
offended. I believe that a college
newspaper has a responsibility
to the student body. Since T7ie
BG News is a major journalistic
voice on our campus, it possesses a large amount of authority
that should not be abused. With
date rape and unwed pregnancies such major problems in today's society, sensationalist ic
journalism is not the approach

for The BG Newsto use if they
are going to address such a serious topic as sexuality. Such
techniques have promoted the
disintegration of the moral
standards of our society, and
that Friday 77ie BG News did
not help.
It is appropriate for the News
and Friday Magazine to apoloS;ize to the student body. Our colege newspaper needs to be
more careful with the authority
it possesses. I hope that from
this episode a lesson can be
learned about the responsibility
that comes with such authority,
and I hope that the News will
learn to use it more wisely in the
future.
Michael Hay
257 Kohl Hall

by John Boissy
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What I really want to know,
though, is the effect chew, snuff
or dip has on women.
Is chew a potent aphrodisiac
with the power to drive women
into an orgasmic frenzy, rivaled
only by the explosive power of a
retroactive beef and bean burrito?
Or is this a common myth
perpetuated by young strapping
lads with com silk in their hair
prone to romantic entanglements with farm animals?

Her chest heaved lustfully at the thought
of sharing his Red Man Chew.
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Faculty initiate program
Projects will enhance students' skills in math and science
by Sandra Kowalsky
statf wilier

A total of $73,317 has been awarded to two University staff
members for initiating projects
to benefit students' science and
mathematics skills in Wood and
Putnam counties.
Barbara Moses, assistant
professor of mathematics and
statistics, received $25,818 for
her project called "Designing a
Space Station" and John Sinn,
associate dean of the College of
Technology, received $47,489 for
his project titled "Partnership
for Quality Through Statistical
Process Control."
The Ohio Board of Regents
chose the projects along with 24
others to be funded through the
Dwight D. Eisenhower Program, created by Congress in
1989, which distributes funds to
programs across the country.
This year, $1,156,769 was given
to Ohio from the Eisenhower
Program, and $50,000 in state
funds was added to increase the
impact of the program.
The Eisenhower Program was
a result of national concern that
not as many people were being
educated as were needed to fill
all the jobs of the future, said

Marlene Rushay, Associate to
the Vice-Chancellor for Academic and Special Programs for
the Ohio Board of Regeants.
"The Eisenhower Program
tries to promote the learning of
math and science so that the
number of people educated in
these fields is increased," she
said.
The "Designing a Space
Station" program involves 20 elementary teachers from the
nine school districts in Wood
County. The teachers will attend
an eight-day workshop this
summer where they will learn
about three-dimensional geometry.
At the end of the workshop, the
teachers will be responsible for
designing their own space
station and a trip to the NASA
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland will allow the teachers to
view actual space station drafts.
"The teachers will assume the
roles of architects and will be
able to use their imaginations to
design their station," Moses
said. "There are no restrictions
in space."
As a final task the teachers
will create a four-week unit in
three-dimensional geometry to
present to their elementary
classes in the fall which Moses

will observe.
"This program will help to develop the critical thinking skills
needed in the future," Moses
said. "Computation needs to be
de-emphasized and more emphasis needs to be put on thinking skills and geometry," she
said.
Sinn's project will require 60
junior and senior high school
teachers from Putnam County
to design and produce a plastic
chain using a computer design
tool. Statistical process control,
a simple mathematic tool which
monitors quality in the industrial workplace, will be used
in creating the chain.
Twenty local industries in the
Putnam Co. area will be participating in the program by allowing teacher visitation during the
summer. The teachers will be
able to see first-hand how what
they have learned applies to actual business.
As a final part of the project,
the teachers will be responsible
for combining parts of the program with their classroom routines.
"Our math and science skills
in America are in trouble and we
are trying to help address those
math and science skills," Sinn
said.

Kicking Up A Fuss
Senior Brian Crowe and Donald Smith, members o( the Chinese Martial Arts Club, work out in the Eppler
Middle gymnasium Monday evening. The club, which practices Kung Fu. meets on Mondays and Wednesdays 6 to 7 p.m.

Harassment policy lacking Club 'resolves'
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

Despite statements made by University
officials condemning campus lesbian and
gay harassment, some students and faculty
members are calling for more action.
The statements have been considered positive steps, but it has been suggested the
Academic Charter's policy on harassment
and discrimination should include a reference to sexual orientation.
Michael, the coordinator of the Lesbian
and Gay Alliance Information Line, said the
steps the University has taken are positive,
but there is much more to be done.
"LAGA needs to work more closely with
the administration by informing them of incidents of harassment and working with
them on appropriate responses," he said.
However, University President Paul Olscamp has repeatedly declined invitations to
meet with LAGA representatives, Michael
said.
Olscamp recently issued a statement of
his position on the issue.
"Bigoted and harassing behavior, no matter what group it may be directed against, is
not tolerated or condoned in any way at
Bowling Green State University," Olscamp
said.

The University will prosecute those involved in such discrimination when possible,
he added.
This and other statements by Vice President of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds and
Faculty Senate were prompted by derogatory sidewalk graffiti and the vandalization
of the women's studies office doors in October.
Faculty Senate made University educators' position clear in a unanimously endorsed resolution condemning "these acts of
violence and intimidation and future acts
which threaten the safety of any group or individual at BGSU."
Senators encouraged the administration
and the Board of Trustees also to condemn
these acts and all acts of intimidation on the
campus.
Katie, president of LAGA, said perhaps
these statements will cause people to consider the consequences of harassment and
abusive behavior.
"However, the immediate effect has been
slight, if any, but the fact that (lesbian and
gay discrimination) has been acknowledged
is a real big step," she said.
Lane Aldridge, assistant director of the
women's studies program, said she
"wholeheartedly" agrees with the Senate
resolution, but just statements are not adequate.

"What is necessary to create the atmosBhere that Faculty Senate is requesting, is
le inclusion of lifestyle orientation/ sexual
preference as other areas in which this University will not condone discrimination,"
she said.
Currently, the Charter makes reference to
unlawful discrimination on the basis of race,
creed, color, national origin, sex, age, or
handicap.
Faculty Senate Chairwoman Ann-Marie
Lancaster said she expects the issue to be on
the Senate Executive Committee's spring
agenda.
"A number of people have remarked that
our harassment policies are outdated," she
said.
Including a reference to sexual orientation
would not be an endorsement of a gay lifestyle, but would be in defense of an individual's rights, said Donald McQuarie, associate
professor of sociology.
Graduate Student Senate currently is attempting to update the Student Code.
Sexual orientation may be listed as a
protected category in the document's harrassment and discriminationpolicy by next
year, GSS president Ricardo Frazer said.
GSS will meet on Friday and if the motion
passes it will go to Faculty Senate and then
on to the Board of Trustees most likely in the
spring, he said.

to help students

by Jeremy S. Weber
reporter

A University group is especially designed for those who are sincere in trying totoUow through with their New Year's resolutions.
Le Club 8 — a wellness program at the Student Recreation Center
— was designed to "help people meet their individual goals and
make changes in their lifestyles," program director Tammy Sonv
merssaid.
The group is designed to promote lifestyle enhancement, establish
goals, improve self-esteem, socialize, learn more about wellness,
motivate and find new directions, Sommers said.
In its third year, Le — lifestyle enhancement — Club 8 is modeled
after a similar program at Kent State University called Club 77, she
said.
The group runs eight weeksprior to spring break and is expected
to attract 200 to 250 people. These individuals will be divided into
groups of 10 to 15, with a graduate student serving as a mentor for
each group. Sommers said for the first time, these graduate students
are going through a 10 week training program.
"It's really a no-lose situation," Sommers said. "(The program is)
free, and it only takes one hour a week. The mentors will try as hard
as they can to help provide direction and encouragement, no matter
what the goal."
Mostly students were attracted to Le Club 8 in the past, but Sommers said faculty members are encouraged to join as well.
"We really want to see the people that need this program take advantage of it," Sommers said. ''We encourage them to come here
and sign up, and to bring a friend."

Sentencing
D Continued from page 1.
Scott Kent, 19, of Fairport,
N.Y., was sentenced to one year
at the Mansfield institution for
receiving stolen property, a
fourth-degree felony, and was

ordered to pay more than $550 in
fines.
Kent and Warnick were
caught by University police officers Sept. 16 breaking into a car
parked on campus, which initiated the investigations un-

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, December 3 thru Thursday, December 7
Sunday, December 12 thru Thursday, December 14
Study and Relax in the privacy
of your own room at

days in Wood County Jail, one
and one-half years probation
and $2,000 in restitution.
Schoenlein's probation further
stipulates 150 hours of community service be performed within a
year and that he continue his

raveling a theft ring.
Craig Schoenlein, 22, of
Centerville, Ohio, also was sentenced to a one-year prison term
for receiving stolen property, a
fourth-degree felony. However,
the penalty was reduced to 30

CAMPUS TANNING CLU
visits only

Falcon Plaza

9

$20.00

*

352-7889
OPEN: Seven Days a Week

$23"

HOURS:Monday thru Thursday 10:00 am - 9 pm

Includes:

'Early check-in and late chock-out times
'Continental Breakfast
•Coffee available 24 hours
Advance reservations required and
present valid BGSU ID at check-in
Not valid for fomily. Inends. and
other non-students

352-4674

« vvotff Beds - Stereo •
* Air Conditioning •

Friday until 5:00 pm

e Private Rooms •

Saturday and Sunday 11:00 am - 4 pm

e Towel Service •

per night lor a single or double room

Location: Behind Dairy Man (across from Dairy Queen
One FREE tanning session with a
[purchase of package above with this coupon.j
Offer expires Dec. 5
j

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

PIEDMONT APTS.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 050 SIXTH ST.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

Monday - Friday

Features
2 bedroom • 1', oaths
Furnished ■ wan to wall carpeting
Extra large closets linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each Duildmg
Pado area grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

All resuients will have memoership privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complote facilities lor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Metro Sauna
• New Weight Equipment
• Complete Exercise Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase
or Chef Salad

Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase!
or Chef Salad
coupon expires 12-5-89

coupon expires 12-5-89

352-0796

835 High Si • Rental Oltice
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00 - 4 30

9 & 12 month Leases Available

352-4663

.cv Mon. - Sal.
:^-. * Open at 11 am!
FAST FRtE DELIVERY
S3 50 MINIMUM DELIVERY
Sun.
1432 E WOOSTER
12-Midight
Q
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Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

Phone 352-9378

theft offenses occurring over the
last couple years," he said.
The four former students are
among eight involved in the
theft ring responsible for stealing about $50,000 worth of University equipment.

v«enedet,

Will help you keep that summer tan !

BEST WESTERN

(tndepejnBy owned and operated)
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

education or employment.
Wood County Assistant Prosecuting Attorney David Woessner said he was satisfied with
the three sentences issued.
"(So far) we've been successful in clearing up the 16-25 felony

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

•M0 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

75 • Fare
For Elderly [65+)/
Handicapped Persons
Transit Identification Card Required"

Children

UNO€14 VBS OBUMMB WHS

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
Child mutt ride in Child Restraint
. Seals provided

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Aoministrators Uttice On Tues. 4 Wed. Only^
Call 354-6203 For More Information This service is financed m
SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS
"Ramos Taxi"

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

pert from an operating assistance grant Irom me
Oho Department of
T'ansponation
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Rights to be legislated
Homosexuals will receive discrimination protection
by John Larrabee
USA Today CIN

BOSTON — Massachusetts
will be the second state to enact
protection for homosexuals
when Gov. Michael Dukakis
signs gay rights legislation.
The law, which prohibits discrimination against homosexuals in housing, employment,
credit, insurance and public accommodations, is being hailed
as a milestone victory by homosexuals, who say its passage
should encourage the effort in
other states.
Wisconsin has had such a law
since 1982.
"People just want to be
treated as individuals," said
David LaFontaine, lobbying director for the Coalition for Gay
and Lesbian Civil Rights. "In
the past, gay people have been
fired from jobs or denied access
to housing with absolutely no
legal recourse."
The lesson here is that gay
men and lesbians just have to
keep going back," said Sue Hyde
of the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force. "We have to keep

demonstrating that we're not goingtogoaway."
The bill has provoked bitter
debate since it first was filed in
1972 by then-state Rep. Barney
Frank, a congressman who acknowledges he is gay.
"We're seeing the end of a
two-year filibuster attempt,"
said state Sen. Michael Barrett,
one of the bill's sponsors.
However, opponents such as
political conservatives and the
state's powerful Roman Catholic bishops are not giving up.
Former Republican state Sen.
Royal Switzler is organizing a
petition drive to put a repeal
question on the ballot.
"I don't think it's a necessary
law. I've seen nothing that
proves discrimination," he said.
It's simply an attempt to establish acceptance of a lifestyle.
Massachusetts could become a
mecca, and I don't see a need for
that."
Gerald DiAvolio, lobbyist for
the state's Roman Catholic
bishops said the bill poses "a serious threat" to the families and
society.
"The next step down the road
could be recognition of homo-

All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

Large 2 Item Pizza
'5.75

sexual partnerships and marriages," DiAvolio said. "To not
oppose it is tantamount to acceptance of a lifestyle that the
Roman Catholic Church can
never condone."
Gay rights activists claim
broad support and a Boston
Globe poll of state voters in July
showed 68 percent support the
bill and 23 percent oppose it.
The fight for gay rights has
come up without success in
other states:
□ Bills were debated in Maine
and Iowa this year. In both
cases, one legislative branch
gave approval, while the other
killed it.
D Lawmakers in Rhode Island
and Vermont debated gay rights
bills two years ago. Activists in
both states have pledged to reintroduce legislation.
Michigan activists have
worked for several years to
amend the state's civil rights
law to protect gays.
California lawmakers
passed a rights bill in 1983, but
the governor vetoed it.

BG News/Pat Mingarelli

Blowing Green
Freshman Laura Miller's hair blows in her face while she and Beth Smith, also a freshman, walk between
Eppler South and the Education Building on their way from Dunbar Hall to their algebra and trigonometry
class.

IDs
Jon Gisslen, of Cincinnati, was
scheduled to appear in court
Monday, but waived his right to
a preliminary hearing and his
case will next be heard in the
Wood County Common Pleas

D Continued from page 1.
driver's license until May
1990. The ammunition confiscated from Malec's room was
ordered to be destroyed by
police.

BG
loves to recycle!

only at

MARK'S PIZZA

Court.
University officials have suspended Green and Malec for
their involvement in the processing of fake ID's.
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Seniors had a great time
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at Penn State.
We Love Our Pledges!
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MBA
Degree
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You?
THE
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SPOT
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Typeset Resumes

S15.W
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special otter.
This Is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphlcs.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGrciohics
211 West Hall 372^418^
'Price does not include tax Second page S3 00

An MBA degree from Ohio State
can bring you greater opportunities,
income, and career challenges. Our
nationally recognized MBA program
offers merit-based financial aid and
has no prerequisites. We enroll both
business and nonbusiness majors.
And many of our graduates have
gone on to jobs with established
leaders like IBM, Goldman Sachs,
AT&T, and Procter & Gamble. For
a free brochure about our programs,
please write or call:
Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
112 HagenyHall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
614-292-8511

THINKING OFA
MEDICAL CAREER?
Then consider MC0
for a quality
medical education.
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j $2.00 off any
Service
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COURI

Whatever your academic interest—a four-year M.D. degree,
professional training in nursing or allied health, or a graduate degree
in biomedical sciences, nursing, oral biology or industrial hygiene—
The Medical College of Ohio has a personalized educational program for you!
Our 350-acre suburban Tbledo campus is a state-of-the-art health
science complex, where faculty and staff explore new frontiers in
medical research and training. Our modern classrooms, laboratories, research facilities and clinical settings at the Medical College
Hospitals complement a unique and challenging student experience.
Start your medical career at the Medical College of Ohio!
For further information, write or call:
Admissions Office
Medical College of Ohio
P.O. Box 10008
Tbledo, Ohio 43699-0008
(419)381-4229
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Sports
Falcon icers gain first sweep
•GNewi

Simrell
firing
unjust
by Don Hensley

sports editor

Commentary
The Mid-American Conference has been a burial ground
for football coaches this year,
and last Wednesday Dan Simrell
was added to the list of victims.
Following in the aftermath of
the Tim Rose (Miami) and
Cleve Bryant (Ohio) firings, University of Toledo athletic director Alan Bohl added Simrell to
the list of fatalities.
And that is exactly what it
was, a travesty.
Simrell left UT with a 49-38-2
record, giving him the most victories in Rocket history. Along
with that, he is ranked 14th on
the all-time MAC coaching list
with a win percentage of .562;
Which is respectable in itself
considering the names above
him include the likes of Ara Parseghian, Don Nehlen, Bo
Schembechler and Doyt Perry,
just to name a few.
Even more importantly in today's world of college football,
all of Simrell's seniors will be
graduating this year.
With all these facts, what was
the method behind Bohl's madness?
At Miami, it took a 31-44-3 record over seven years before the
administration got rid of Rose,
and that was only after a 2-18-1
record the last two seasons.
In Athens, the administration
stood by Bryant for five years
before finally dismissing him
because of a dismal 9-44-2 mark.
But, even that was a tough decision because Bryant was accepted by the media and was an
ex-Bobcat himself.
The same was true of Simrell.
He graduated from Toledo in
1966 after playing for the Rockets. And his acceptance by the
community has been expressed
continuously since the decision.
There have been petition
drives to get Simrell reinstated,
there are signs at nearly every
street corner close to campus
that encourage the administration to bring back "their" coach,
and it has even hit the business
district — in that stores are now
putting "Bring Back Dan Simrell" signs on their message
boards.
If there is this much support
for him within the community
and his record is above .500, then
where did Bohl get his reasoning
behind his decision. Afteralf,
Simrell took the Rockets to a 6-2
record in the MAC this year
which was good for second
C See Simrell, page 7.

OXFORD, O. — They're back!
No this isn't another rendition of the continuing Poltergeist saga.
But instead a warning to the rest of the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
The Bowling Green hockey team — which had struggled early in
the season —may have awoken from its early season slumber this
weekend as it swept Miami for the Falcons first sweep of the season.
BG accomplished the feat by taking Saturday nights game 7-3
after winning 7-5 Friday night.
"We passed the puck exceptionally well and really made some
good plays at both ends of the ice," BG head coach Jerry York said.
"They aren't Lake Superior or Michigan State, but they are a competitive team."
No, the Redskins didn't play like the top caliber teams of the
CCHA, but with the Falcons being two games below .500 (as they
were prior to the series) they were taking the wins any way they
could get them.
"I think tonight we got some goals we haven't been getting," said
Nelson Emerson who recorded two goals to go along with four assists in the two games. "We got those kind of points that don't come
every night."
The Falcons came storming out of the gate in Saturday's game as
they built a 6-1 lead at the second intermission with goals from Dan
Bylsma, Matt Ruchty, Emerson, Brett Harkins and Rob Blake (2).
Blake's two goals were the first part of a natural hat-trick which
culminated in the third period as BG built a 7-1 lead.
"I'm just getting the opportunity to shoot on the power play,"
Blake said. "(Emerson) and I are working the puck real well at the
point and things are starting to open up."
With the Falcons exploding for 14 goals on the weekend, the Redskin defense was shown to be a bit shaky and BG wasted no time
taking advantage of it.
"Defense is definitely the weakest part of our game and that hurt
because defense was the name of the game this weekend," Miami
head coach George Gwozdecky said.
D See Sweep, page 7.

courtesy of Key /Paul Vernon
Bowling Green's Kevin Dahl reacts to a Jim Solly goal during Friday night's action in Goggin Ice Arena, while
Miami goalkeeper Mark Michaud lies in dismay. The Falcons swept the weekend series with the Redskins.

Broncos overcome BG Venable leads
way for cagers
by Matt Schroder
sports writer

Western Michigan's volleyball team put an ancient sports theory into practice to defeat Bowling
Green — keep using a play until somebody stops it.
Unfortunately for the Falcons, nobody did.
WMU's sophomore setter Jan Cottrell handed
out 64 assists — 36 of which were cashed in by
senior right-sider Joanne Bingham — as BG fell to
the Broncos in five games.
The second Falcon-Bronco clash in as many
weeks came in the championship match of the
Mid-American Conference Tournament Saturday
at Anderson Arena.
WMU defeated third-seed Eastern Michigan in
the first semi-final match and BG downed number
four seed Central Michigan, Friday, for the right
to compete for the tournament crown and an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
The Falcons, who swept WMU just two weeks
earlier on the same floor, were plagued by inconsistency in the rematch.
"We weren't consistent throughout the whole
match," BG head coach Denise Van De Walle said.
"We seemed to play hard, and then we would stop
and coast. It seemed that we were playing the
hardest to side out."
BG picked up right where they left off in the first
WMU match by winning game one 15-8. The Falcons were led by senior right-sider Megan
McGuire and sophomore middle hitter Tammy
Schiller with three kills apiece in the opening
game.
But games two and three were a different story
for the Falcons.
WMU out-killed BG 30-19 in the two games —
winning 15-10 and 15-4. That was when Bingham

made her presence known on the court.
Slamming 13 kills by herself in games two and
three, Bingham was virtually unstoppable all
evening.
"It was very tough to stop Bingham tonight,"
Van De Walle said. "She hit the ball hard. Sometimes she hit the ball sharp inside the block, and
other times she'd hit right through our block."
With their backs against the wall in game four,
the Falcons went to a balanced attack which produced 23 kills and six errors in 51 attempts for a
.353 team hitting percentage.
Schiller and fellow sophomore middle hitter Lisa
Mika chipped in four Kills and senior left-sider
Jennifer Russell added three to pace BG.
Game five had all the earmarks of a nailbiting,
down-to-the-wire contest, but it did not live up to its
billing.
WMU jumped to a 7-1 lead, and the Falcons
never got any closer than 9-4.
After a kill by senior outside hitter Shed Fella
made the score 10-5, Bingham took control of the
Bronco side of the net.
Western's standout scored four of her nine kills
in game five from that point on to give WMU a 15-5
win and their eighth-consecutive NCAA berth.
Bingham (67 kills, 31 digs) and teammate Cottrell (120 assists, 28 digs) earned All-Tournament
honors for the Broncos. Senior setter Linda Popovich (85 assists, 25 digs) and Fella (17 kills, 11
blocks) from BG also made the team.
Despite the loss, no one can deny the Falcons the
great season they enjoyed, said Van De Walle.
"Winning the regular-season conference title
was great and to win the tournament title would
have been icing on the cake," Van De Walle said.
"We are the 1989 MAC champs and no other BGSU
volleyball team can say that.

We will be leasing the following locations as of
November 21st for the Fall of 1990
Columbia Court Apartments - 903 & 915 Thurstin Avenue
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542+560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments ■ 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.fi
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.^

PROVIDENCE, R.I. Based upon this weekend's
performance, Bowling Green
may be headed back to the
top of the Mid-American Confe rence
basketball
ladder.
The
men's team
downed
Jacksonville 87-75 on
Friday,
then
cision to host Providence Saturday to finish second in the
Fleet Classic.
BG, which finished 12-16
overall, 6-11 in the MAC last
Sear, has not won the MAC tie since the 1982-83 season.
The Falcons were picked to
place fourth in the conference
by the MAC News Media Association two weeks ago.
Playing before crowds in
excess of 10,000 both nights,
the Falcons used a fastbreak
offense and solid outside
shooting to start the season

HOWARD'S club H

with a 1-1 record.
"Obviously, we're extremely disappointed we did
not win (the tournament),"
Bowling Green head coach
Jim Larranaga said. "We felt
we put ourselves in a position
to win the game and felt like
we controlled it for the most
part."
Point guard Clinton Venable, a 5-foot-ll junior college
transfer, scored 26 points
against Jacksonville and 20
versus Providence.
He also totaled 10 assists,
four steals and six rebounds
to earn the MAC'S first
Player of the Week award.
Venable was named the tourney's Most Valuable Player,
too.
"We felt Clinton would contribute," Larranaga said of
Venable, who was a Junior
College All-American last
year at Allegany Community
College. "We were concerned
about about all the players
fitting in well and developing
good chemistry.
"The team has that now.
G See Cagers, page 6.
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Sunday:
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NO COVER 365 Days

• RADIATOR REPAIR

352-5133
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Bowling Green
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HOME FALCON BASKETBALL TOMORROW V. DEFIANCE - 8:00 PM, ANDERSON ARENA!
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Cagers

Lady cagers hammer Akron
Falcons use balance scoring to beat Zips in opener
by Charles Toil
sports writer

: If the Bowling Green women's
basketball game Saturday at
Akron is any indication of how
the season will progress, none of
the players will be complaining
about a lack of playing time.
Every Falcon played 12
minutes or more and no one
scored less than five points as
the team shot 62 percent from
the field and flew by the Zips,
95-70, at JAR Arena in the
season opener for both teams.
Head coach Fran Voll said the
more experience the players get
now will only help them later in
the season.
"It's a good starting point, but
it's going to get a lot tougher
quickly, he said. "We played a

otof peopli
a better feel for who is going to
heip us down the line."
Trie Falcons, who are 11-0
overall against Akron, outscored the Zips 24-8 in the final
seven-and-a-half minutes of the
first half to increase their lead to
50-25 at halftime.
Despite never letting the Zips
closer than 19 points in the second half, Voll said he was not
impressed with his squad's defense in the second stanza. Akron shot 55 percent from the
field in the second half compared to 24 percent in the first.
"We still nave many areas we
need to improve on," Voll said.
"We gave up entirely too many
points in the second half,"
Junior guard Traci Gorman
led the Falcons with 18 points
and 13 rebounds in 28 minutes.

"She had the type of game we
expect her to have as a junior
and as an older, more experienced player," Voll said. She
did a very good job."
Gorman's performance was
especially important since the
Falcons were without starting
forward Heather Finfrock. Finfrock, who in juried her shoulder
last Sunday in the team's final
intra-squad scrimmage, might
miss this weekend's Domino's
Classic at Missoula, Mont.
Freshman Lori Albers started
in Finfrock's place and responded with five points in 18

Think
before
you drink.
Party
smart
and be
responsible!

APPLICATIONS TO THE SCHOOL
NURSING ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
NURSING OFFICE, 101 STUDENT
HEALTH SERVICES (2-8760)
DEADLINE DATE:

Gorman was perfect from the
foul line in four attempts and
made seven of eight shots from
the floor.

Jan 1, 1989

minutes.
Senior forward Tecca Thompson scored 14 points and six rebounds in 26 minutes. Senior
center Angie Bonner added 12
points in 22 minutes while shooting five for seven from the floor.
Starting point guard, junior
Wanda Lyfe and her backup
sophomore Cathy Koch combined for 11 points, 13 assists,
two steals and seven turnovers
in a total of 32 minutes.

(I Continued from page 5.
They're playing well together
and are unselfish. They are fun
to be around."
In the tourney title game
against the Friars, who made
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament last year, the Falcons led by as many as 12 points
in the first half before settling
for a 46-36 halftime advantage.
Sophomore guard Kirk
Whiteman hit five-of-seven
three point shots to lead all
scorers with 15 first-halfpoints.
In the second half, BG led by
13 twice. With 3:50 to play,
Whiteman's sixth three pointer
of the game gave the Falcons a
79-71 lead.
But BG didn't score again

DDIf MURPHY IMRLEM
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Nov. 17,
22, 23

(AP) — Syracuse, third in preseason, took the
top spot in the college basketball poll Monday,
while Kansas, unranked but triumphant over Nos.
1 and 2, vaulted to fourth in the first balloting of the
regular season.

to the preseason NIT title.
Syracuse last held the No. 1 ranking in the
1987-88 presason poll.
Arizona, which beat defending national chamf'ion Michigan in the Tipoff Classic, received 10
irst-place votes and had 31 more points than
Georgetown (2-0) which moved from fifth to third
and received nine No. 1 votes.

The Orangemen, who opened their season Monday night at home against Rutgers, received 23
first-place votes and 1,453 points from the nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters
to edge Arizona (1-0) for the top spot by 11 points.

Kansas (4-0) was on top of 16 ballots and had
1,266 points to edge fellow Big Eight member Missouri, champion of the Maui Classic. The Tigers
had 1,248 points, just one more than UNLV (3-1).

Eight teams received first-place votes in a poll
scrambled by Kansas' toppling of No. 1UNLV, No.
2 Louisiana State and No. 25 St. John's on the way
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THE BEST STUDENT SEATS IN
THE COUNTRY!
THE STUDENT SECTION AT ANDERSON
ARENA PUTS YOU RIGHT ON TOP OF THE
ACTION. BGSU STUDENTS SIT JUST A FEW
FEET FROM THE COURT, AND THE WALL OF
FALCON FANATICS FROM BASELINE TO
BASELINE IS ONE BIG REASON THE
FALCONS ARE SO TOUGH AT HOME. BE A
PART OF THE FUN AND LOOK FOR FREE.
FLYING T-SHIRTS AFTER THE FALCONS'
FIRST BASKET AND EACH DUNK! BE THE
SIXTH MAN.
HOME OPENER TOMORROW

FALCONS VS. DEFIANCE

10 Pieces Chicken
4 Biscuits
1 Large Colonel's"Savory Stuffing

Forwards Joe Moore and Billy
Johnson came off the bench to
key the rally. Moore finished
with 13 points and 15 rebounds
while Johnson had 12 points.
Center Ed Colbert chipped in
with 10 points.
Jacksonville's Dee Brown led
all scorers with 29 points.

Syracuse tops hoop poll

Seniors had a great time
Woodland Mall

thanks to Providence's defense
and some poor play by the Falcons.
"In the second half, we were a
step slow and possibly a little
tired from a tough game (Friday) night," Larranaga said.
Against Jacksonville (14-16
last year), BG exploded for 53
second-half points after trailing
38-34 at the half.

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

Do you need a
humanities
course?
American

Culture Studies
200 and 230
fulfill General
Education Core for
all colleges
(except Business)

8:00 PM, ANDERSON ARENA

for information call
ACS department
372-8886

JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. FOR ADMISSION

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

R(.<-

TRAINING

CORPS

u-nc '

START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Take an introductory course from Army ROTC with
no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the confidence,
self-discipline, decisiveness, and leadership skills
sought by employers ol college graduates. And you'll
learn how you can place "Army Officer" on your
resume when you graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register now for
an Army ROTC elective:
Military Science 101

ARMY ROTC
THE SMMTEST COLUGI C0U1SI TOD CM TMI.

Contact Major Jett Ovenden

372-2476

151 Memorial Hall
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Colorado new top dog
Alabama grabs second while ND falls
(AP) — Colorado took over the top spot in college football Monday for the first time in school
history, while Alabama jumped to second and
Miami moved back into contention for its third
national championship of the decade.
Colorado replaced Notre Dame as the No. 1 team
in The Associated Press poll after Miami beat the
Fighting Irish 27-10 Saturday. Notre Dame, which
had been No. 1 since the first week of the season,
fell to fifth while Miami rose three spots to No. 4.
Alabama, the only major undefeated team besides Colorado, moved up two places to No. 2 while
Michigan remained third after beating Ohio State
28-18. Alabama, which had the week off, finishes
its regular season Saturday at Auburn.
The top five teams all have a shot at the national
championship. Colorado can win it by beating Notre Dame in the Orange Bowl, but if the Buffaloes
lose it would open the door for the other four
teams.
"It is going to be our ultimate challenge,"
Colorado coach Bill McCartney said. "Anyone who
knows anything about Notre Dame and its great
traditions knows that they will bounce back from
the Miami loss. You can count on that."

McCartney said the No. 1 ranking is "something
that everyone at the university in Boulder and the
state of Colorado is excited about. It's the first
time we've ever been in this position and I think
it's something the entire state is taking pride in."
Colorado, which completed an 11-0 regular
season on Nov. 18, received 53 first-place votes and
1,468 of a possible 1,500 points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and broadcasters. Miami
got three first-place votes, with two going to Alabama and one to Michigan.

Florida State and Nebraska, who will meet in the
Fiesta Bowl, are No. 6 and No. 7. Although both
teams were idle, each dropped one spot because of
Miami's move.
Rounding out the Top 10 are Tennessee, Arkansas and Illinois. Tennessee beat Kentucky 31-10,
Arkansas downed Texas A&M 23-22 and Illinois
routed Northwestern 63-14.

With Miami connecting on
four power play goals in 13
chances on the weekend, they
seemed to have good success.
The Falcons however, were
nearly .500 as they made good on
seven of their 16 chances.

make decisions."
Emerson's decision making
was something that sparked the
Falcons throughout the weekend.
On Friday, he was only able to
contribute one goal, but it was a
big one as it got BG on the board
after it trailed 2-0 midway
through the first stanza.
After Marc Potvin scored to
even the score in the first, the
two teams traded red-lighters in
the second to knot the score at
three.

"The real key to their power
play is Emerson." Gwozdecky
said. "He brings the puck up the
ice, passes it and shoots it. He's
a game breaker.
"You can't give him time to

It was then that Miami
grabbed an early lead in the
third period before the Falcons
blew the game open with three
quick goals by Blake, Ruchty
and Jim Solly.

"This was a good weekend for
our team," Blake said. "Last
Saturday (a 4-3 victory over
than number one Lake Superior)
started it.
"Now we have to continue to
move up the standings and get
back in the race by Christmas
time."

D

a

So why would an athletic director make a move toward
MAC dominance when it is
doubtful that a team will win
more than two championships in
a row when they can't even recruit farely with the other programs?
Simrell was never given a
chance to compete in the recruiting wars with the other
MAC schools. Throughout his
reign he dealt with a stadium
that was small even by MAC
standards (18,500). But, this
year the Glass Bowl has been
under reconstruction and next
year it will seat 27,000.
It would have marked the first

We pay top prices for used texts.
We also pay top wholesale prices
for current editions of books no
longer being used on campus.

D

The Falcons are currently in a
tie for fifth place with Western
Michigan as both teams have 6-6
records in the CCHA...BG's
overall record is 7-7...With Michigan (17 points) playing out of
conference this coming week
and Ohio State (13 points) hosting Lake Superior, the Falcons
have a good chance to move up
the standings as they play host
to 2-9-3 Ferris State.

Simrell
□ Continued from page 5.
(ilace. Overall he was 6-5, but the
osses out of league came at the
hands of Big Ten foes Wisconsin
and Indiana, as well as independent Northern Illinois.
One of the major reasons Bohl
gave for making the move was
he felt it was time to move the
program up a notch.
But, in the MAC, parity rules
the ways and there will never be
a dominant team like the Bowling Green's, Miami's, and UT's
in the 60's and 70's. This is
exemplified by the fact that
since 1980, only BG and UT have
repeated as conference champs
and in the last seven years,
there have been seven different
teams to win the conference.

book buy back is in full swing

Alabama received 1,351 points, while Michigan
got 1,332 and Miami 1,319. Notre Dame, whose
23-game winning streak was snapped by Miami,
received 1,231 points.

Sweep
[. Continued from page 5.
"Playing defense is not difficult,
BG just did a better job of it."
BG did a better job than the
Redskins in every aspect of the
game, and the one that stuck out
the most was on the power play.

Student Book Exchange

time Simrell would have been
able to recruit on an equal basis
as far as facilities are concerned.
But, Bohl has taken care of
that situation by firing the one
positive thing the Rocket football program had. The only
thing Simrell did wrong was win
while acting as a true professional in a sport where professionalism is sometimes forgotten.

Please do not
wait until '90

to sell your
books back

And because of that he was
fired. But, the prediction from
this desk is that the Toledo football program took three steps
back last Wednesday instead of
Bohl's projected one step forward-

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS IS NOW

vi/intnrop ZJerrace ^/rpartntentd

mw
CAMPUS SHUTTLE
you've been waiting for.
From our 3 Great Locations!!
(residents only)

530 E. Wooster 353-7732

SPRING and FALL SEMESTER LEASES
Mon-Fri 9-5:30

1 & 2 bedroom apts.
1 & 2 full baths
24 Hr. maintenance

• Furnished and Unfurnished
• Free heat and water
• Laundromats

400 NAPOLEON RD.

Call TODAY 352-9135

FOR SPRING '90 and FALL '90 SEMESTER

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

4

Mrs. Claus' Closet jgj
A Holiday Craft Show

November 28-30 10AM - 5PM
Grand Ballroom University Union
Make A Christmas Wish Come True
Sponsored by r^j,

Many Different Crafts for Your Shopping Pleasure
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Sat 9-5

MASTERCARD
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STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
General meeting Tuee Nov 28

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

7pm 207 Wirkems
II you would axe to run for an oft ice pleese plan
The Student Organization ol LeeoeraNp
Development (S O L D I is rooking for
energetic indrvtduele to join our team
Appecattons available m 405 Student Services
Deadens » Dec 1.5 00pm
Gel your application before they're al
SOLO out

Diecover Europe end
Eem 6 cr edit hour*
Summer Study Program in France
Classes ere in EngWn
Or CtverleeCtvttle
w* talk about program
Wednesday. November 29, 0:00pm
Room 1000 BA Bklg
For more information:
Dt Chltt!e372-8!8O'352-e012

TOURQUWE*
Don't mias the group photo for the yearbook on
Wed. nov 29 Meet in McFall at 9p m
VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Sat. December 2nd Is Preview Day
The Office of Admissions Is rooktg for
Volunteer Tour Guides to give tours to
prospective BGSU students Ifyouare
interested come to one ol our meetings
Tuee., November 20 5:30-7pm
Wed., November 20 4-5 30pm
Thurs.. November 10 2-l:!0pm
Al Meehnge w* be nek) m The
Asswmbty Room m McFal Center

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY

Meeting tonight' 7 30 BAA 1008 Speeder •
- Deb Hines • Red Root Inns Lest meeting ol the
IMfJessI
ATTENTION TCXJR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 is Set Dec 2nd
You must attend
One ol the following meetings
TIM*.. November 21 S:30-7pm
Wed., November 29 4-S:J0pm
Thurs, November 10 2-1:10
AH meetings m McFall Assembly Rm

"Heir Belters''
Come Sal S party with BOS U Saving dub
Plenty of Regattas a Social Events throughout
the school year For more information come to
Tuesday meetings 104 BA. 9.00pm , or eel
Kim 353 9458or Mchete 372-1208

LOST & FOUND

Democracy's Domino Ettect
Public Forum on Current Affairs
in Central Europe
Tues 26Nov
3PM
McFall Center Oakery
Spons Dy Inlernational Studies Prog
Coasge ot A t S Ml Are Welcome

Lost Short brack coat
onMon The 13th in me
Union. It found pleese can
Karen 353-8080

Foreign Travel and Intrigue
Study at the University of East Angel m Norwich. England Inlpo session Nov 29 end Dec.
6: 411 South Han. 7 30p m or cad mil Programa 2-2247 Application Deadline Jon 19
German Club
GLUHWEIN FEST
Turn Nov 28
7.00 pm
Where 701 5th St

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER • 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing, naaumee. FAX, Copfa.
Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center tor Choice H
Toledo, OH 255-7789

Questions'' Cal Tom 354-4425
Someone ceres about you and
your pregnancy conceme at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Call 354 HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Don't Forget the group photo at 9p m on Nov.
28 at Prout Hal
Golden Key National Honor Society
will hold its next general meeting
Tuesday. November 28 al 9:00pm
m the Prout Hell Mam Lounge
The key yearbook photo wN be
taken at this time

Typing
$1 35 per page
354-0371

NEVER AGAIN
Meeting tonight 9 I 5
inBA 1 1 1
New members welcome'

' HOSPITALITY MANAGMENT SOCIETY '
Meeting tonight'-7 30 BAA 1008 Speaker Deb Hines - Red Roof Inns Last Meeting of the

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 1 MON-FRI6-10P M
POWER 88
Steve.
I had a greet time Sunday at the movies It made
me reekze how much I enjoy being with you. I
(funk we can make It worV Ttxe time' Love Jert
The Setters ol
ALPHA CHI OMEGA CONGRATULATE
Kelly Dreke end
Mtcheie HoMee as
'
New Members of Order of Omega
L.I.TB
Thinking about Spring? Want to go somewhere
Sunny and warm, other than Florida auch as the
Bahamas. Cancun, or South Padre
Islands.You can enjoy the fun and Sun without
putting a hole m your wallet or clearing your sav
logs Cal Karen, ISHWIHor more kilo.
VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Sat, December 2nd is Preview Day
The Oltice ol Admissions is looking tor
volunteer tour guides to give tours to
prospective BGSU students II you are
interested, come to one of our meetings
Tuee.. November 20 5:M-7pm
Wed., November 20 4-5:10pm
Thurs., November 10 2-l:10pm
Al meetings will be held in The
Assembly Room in McFal Center

ADOPTION
Loving Finance*, Secure white Couple hoping
to share our love with an infant completely legal
and mnfldenusl Pie as a cat 513-429-6907
Coaect anytime.
ADOPTION Happily married couple of 14 yrs
We promise your chad a loving home A financial
security. Devoted stay at home Mom, caring
Dad A one big sister Al medical a legal expenses paid Cal coaect |419) 822-9288
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS:
Happy Hours writ be held
FRIDAY DEC. 1
From 5-8 pm
Al Slemmersi
Free Pizza and Drinks
Bring your I.D
AttenhonPHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS:
Happy Hours wil be held
FRIDAY DEC. 1
From 5-8pm
- At SLAMMERS!
Free Pizza and Flmka
Bring your I.D.

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 la Sal, Dec 2nd
You Must Attend
One ot the Foeowlng Meetings
Tues., November 28 S:30-7pm
Wad., November 20 4-5:30pm
Thurs., November 30 2-3:30pm
Al Meltings in McFall Assembly Rm

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Sel . December 2nd is Preview Dey
The Ottice ol Admiasiona is looking lor
volunteer Tour Guides to give tours to
prospective BGSU students It you are
interested, come to one ot our meetings.
Tues., November 20 5:30-7pm
Wad., November 20 4-6 30pm
Thurs., November 30 2-3:30pm
Al meetings wil be held in The
Assembly Room in McFall Center

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 is Sat Dec 2nd
You Must Attend
One ot the Following Meetnga
Tues., Nov. 20 5:30-7pm

Wed.. Nov. 20 4-S:J0pm
Thurs.. Nov. 10 2-3:30pm
All meetings in McFal Assembly Rm

2BTSEC5 ZBTSEC6 ZBTSEC5
ZBTSEC5 SEZ

EARN 15 BO CREDIT HOURS IN ENQLAN0
Study at the University ol East Angle rn Norwich England Inlo Sessions: Nov 29 and
Dec 8; 411 Scum Hal. 7 30pm or cal Inn
Programe 2-2247 Application deadline Jan
19

WELCOME BACK EVERYONE'
ZBTSEC5 ZBTSEC5 ZBTSEC5
ZBTSEC5 ZBTSEC5 ZBTSEC5
ZBTSEC5SEZ
It a Buzzard Appreciation Day
Give Jeff Dyer A Cal
353-9145
ZBTSEC5ZBTSEC5ZBTSEC5

NED I'm sure the Couch Potato Raffle w« be
the answered Sponsored by ORIENTATION
BOARD We Cere!

EveryMon Fri8 10PM
WBQU 00.1 FM
The best in R a B. Rap and Dance Music
m Northwest Ohio
POWER 00

ZEBESRULE
SEC-5
ZEBES RULE
SEC-5

Large. 3 bdrm basement epl Unities paid.
$375 per month cal 352-6621

SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAOMENT
Don't miss the group photo for the yearbook
Tues . Nov 28 al 7 30pm Meet on the Steps
melde University HaH

Needed 1 or 2 Females lo subteeae 2 bedroom apt. Spr Semester, cheap rent, al utfMee
paid, except electric Cal 353-9451

IK).Ml-, I Al.CO.N SPORTS
ACTION THIS Wl-I'K . . .
WEDNESDAY
MEN'S BASKETBALL V. DEFIANCE
8:00 P.M. ANDERSON ARENA
Present siudeni I.D. for Admission

1 Female needed to aublease furnished apt lor
spring '90 Rent S160/mo plus etec Please
Cal 352-4499

EXAM SPECIAL
$23 95 per night
Best Weatern Falcon Motel
Study a relax In the privacy
of your own room
Dec 3-7aDec 12-14
Early ck in 4 late ck -out
Continental breakfast & tree coffee
Reservalkms 352-4874 ck -m
Students must show vakd BGSU ID
Not veed for tamely, fnende or
other non-students

1 Female roommate needed to lubraaie apt at
E. Marry'or Spring 90 CAII 3535619
1 Female rmte needed to sublease for Spr
Sem 89-90 $162.50/mo Dishwasher Low
bias close 10 campus Cal 354-4273
1 Female Rmmte needed to aublease Spring
90 OWN BEDROOM Furnished; no deposit
No May rent. Forrests Apts $ 190'mo plus gas
endelec pre eel 353-9830
1 male roommate needed 'or Spring semester
Very doee to campus $ 130 00 per month For
more inlormafion cal 354-7139 and ask for
Cad
1 nonsmoking male lo subteeae '90 5m St
S135/mo. includes el uMties except etectnc
Cal 353 8829

Discover Europe & Earn 6 credit hrs
Summer Study Program In France
Classes are In Engeeh
Dr Charles Chittfe
wil talk about program.
Wednesday. November 29

1 or 2. male or female roommates needed asap
or tor spring semester Mey rent already patd
353-8894
2 people to suotoaao apt. very close to campus
$200 00 plus G4E Starting Dec 15m Cal
353-7891

9:00p.m.
Room 1000 BABIdg
For more Information:
Or Chifflle 372-81 80 or 352 6012

Attention 1 female, nonsmoking roomate
needed lo sublease For spring Semester. Furnished and May rent pax) Can 353 7973
BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION
CALL-287-3789 (local.

FRIDAY
HOCKEY V. FERRIS STATE
7:30 P.M. ICE ARENA
Guarantee yourself admission by
picking up ticket this week at
Memorial Hall Ticket Office ,

^^-^

SATURDAY

(Teke e reel road trip!) Attend one of over 80
Colleges in the U S. for a semester or a year
without paytng out of state fees For more details sttend a National Student Exchange Information SessionFrl Dec 1 at 10am in the Coop office. 238 Administration building Cal
2*2451 to reserve your seat Start planning
now-deadtines are approaching quickly
• ALPHA PHI •
m-houeePhte
Loved Breakfast'
Alpha Phi Pledges ere
AWESOME'"

y)T u:00 A.M. EPPLER NORTH
If GYMNASTICS (Brown v. Orange)
JL^i
Free Admission

live

I

II

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
1 male needed lor Spring 90 Completely Furnished. Rent negotiable Cal Bat 3723442 or
Bryan 372-7039
Female Roomate needed Spring Semester
$112 50/ month call Dam ibi 4052
Furn Elf. Available Immediately
tor aubleaae tvywood Apia
Cal 352-7891 or 655-2134
Help! Need person to rent nice room m house
Heve the run ol the house lor 160/mo pajsutilltlee Cal Brett or Mark 353-6672

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court
Any 1 Item
10" Pan Pizza

352-9638

• Live Entertainment
• Nov. Special

B.B.Q. Pork Sandwich
w/Colby Cheese $1.99
I'lFREE DELIVERY! • $4.00 Smorgasbord
11 coupon expires 12/31/89
Tues, Fri, & Sun. 11-9
for $3.50

Fre*'

I)c* 1 i\. «>r v

Welcome to the Real World
[THE MtO'A BLITZ OF
STonESMAMA FINAU.Y
TAKES ITS TOLL uftw
To£ AVERAGE. HIS
DREAMS THAT NIG..
ARE Of ThE NOT SO ,
DISTANT FUTURE...
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\SA

STONE?
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Soups
by Fred Wright

POLLING

*
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Needed: 1 Female clean roommate for spring
semester. $1OS/month
Call Becky
3536576
NEEDED: Female Roommate For spring 00
OWN ROOM - Smoker/No nsmoker
•140/month plus utilities. 353-0554.
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 gins tour houses from
campus Fsl and Spring Semester. Contact
Lynn or Keeey 353 7407
NEEDED One Male roommate to take over rent
tor Spring 90 Close to campus. Great Uvmg
conditions. Furnished Cal Ron, Lonnte, Or Dan
(354 4540) Anytime
One bedroom apt for

Sublease Sp & Summer
Semester Very close to campus
and downtown $250 00
cal 353-3572
One female non-smoking roommate needed to
sublease for Sptng Semester Trad student
preferred lor one half ot a huge two bedroom
apt Cal 353 8467
One or Two roommates needed lo share House
on Ridge Street for Spring Semester, and each
with own room available CHEAP RENT - under
$1 30 00 a month. Close To campus and Mam
stnset • Please Contact Robin al 363-3347.
Rmte Needed lor Spnhg ol '90. Own room
Rent Is $200/mo. Plus gas. alec & Phone.
3533950
Roommate Needed
One female roommate needed to sublease furnished apartment across the street from campus for Spring semester,
90 rent is
S130 00'month plus electric VWl hsve own
room & 2 great roommates' Please cal
354-8235 and ask lor Kathleen. Laura, or Rachef
Typing Services caH 352 1251 Slperpage
WANTED: 1 or 2 nonsmoking males roomales
needed for spring semester to share house.
Close lo Campus 130/monlh Free UtiWies
Cal 353 8122.

Eslabhshed media company seeks full snd parttime advertising salespeople for new entertainment publication Interns welcome Cal Jim
244-6660
Let Domlnos Pizza Help pay your way through
college Come work for us and receive
SlOO/semesler put toward tuition flexible ful
and part time positions available Apply in per
son and ask about details 1616 E Woosler
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
*San Francisco 1 girl • $1 75/week*
'Chicago - newborn - $175/week'
■Connecticut twins -5250'week'
• Boston - mfant • $ 160'we«k •
'Virginia - 2 chsdren ■ $200/week'
ManypoartWsavsasbie
One year commitment necessary.
Cal 1 flO0-937-NANI.
NEED EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Oominos Pizza is now hiring delivery drivers
$100 bonus after 30 days or $200 bonus after
30 days and prior dehvery experience Optional
health and Me insurance benefits Flexible ful
and part lime hours available Apply in person
andflSKftOQutdetaas_l616E Wooster
Need to earn holiday money?
Work at EBSCO Telephone Service
Start now learn a marketable skM snd make
money Flexible, part time (mm 15 hrs) and ful
time hrs. avertable Guaranteed hrty. wage plus
dairy bonus baaed on sates. Year round employment. Guarantee yourself a spring semester position by working now. Stop In at 113 N.
Mam St (next lo David's Del) alter 4.00 p.m.
tor applications Interviews 4:15-5: IS p.m.
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr Round, Al countries. Al Holds Free Info.
Write UC. PO BOX 52-OH03
Corons Del Mar CA 92625
RESORT HOTELS, CRUISUNES. AIRLINES. &
AMUSEMENT PARKS. NOW accepting applications for summer jobs snd career positions
For more information and an appscaoon, write
National Collegiate Recreation Service; PO Box
8074. Hilton Head SC 29938

FOR SALE
1981 Ptymouth Horizon 80.000 mass Runs
great $900 or best offer Cal Marcee
353 8576
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Rscing
Green Open to offers
Call 1 385-8512
AQUARIUMS. USED
LARGE SMALL
354-1207.
FOR SALE: 1978 VW Rabbit
$650 Many new parts
669-2822 after 5 00
NEED A SUIT FOR INTERVIEWING?
Mens Dark grey 2 piece suit
40 Reg . 32 waist Paid $299 00 plus taxworn twice Must sal make offer
8-5 372-2605 after 6
354-2976
Uniden XE 400 Cordless phone $35 00 whis
Her 400 radar detector $50 00 firm cal mite at
353-7600

FOR RENT

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free lo residents of
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three greet locations
Free heat & water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
1 A 2 ful baths
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES

352-919$

1 female needed to aubleaae apt for Spring
semester Not far from campus $ 162 'mo 1
bedroom, large apt
Cal Patti or Beth
354-8239
2 large Single Rooms are available m a HUGE 5
Bedroom House with 2 bathrooma and 2 Kitchens! Only 1 block from campus Reasonable
Rent Call us at 353-4 754
2 male roomies needed immediately not far
from campus. $15O-160/mo. A etec. LEave
message for Doug O 372-4 711
A furn emc apt for aubleaae $190/month
Al utilities paid Available m December CAI
Zhou 372 6002 or 352-5895
Acrosa from Otfenhauer 2 bed 2 bath 2-3
People Call 353-9553
Apt For sublease Spnhg Sem for 1 or 2 people completely furnished Extremely close to
campus Good view. If interested.c al J<m.
353-9170
Efficiency apt tor ■ublsese. Walking distance from campus. $210 per month. All uill.
paid. Avail. Immediately. Lease ends 5-15-00.
Call 353-4374.
HELP' We need to aublease 2 bedroom 2 ful
bath completely furnished large apartment for
Spring 90. Need atJeeat 3 people, wil hoide 5
corrrfortabty Great neighbors CaH 353-43811
HELP'
Large affordable 3 bedroom house to SUbteaeefor Spring Semester. This spacious
bouse includes very Isrge kitchen, 1 1/2
baths, patio, convenient perking Electric,
water 4 sewer paldi Located vary dose to
campus on E. Court St. Msles preferred. Cell
354-2075.
Nearly new large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths, unfurn
apt Stove, reltig S dishwasher included Available now starting st $400/month.
Cal John Newtove Real Estste 354-2260
Remale roommate wanted Spring semester
$167 50/month Own bedroom furnished
Apt please cal and leave meeaage 363-6730.

Toledo's only Fundrinkery. Henry J'a Is currently hiring energetic outgoing people who Hke to
have fun while they work. Now M the good time
to make extra $ for Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply In person at
enry J s After 8 00pm Wed Sun

S ft V RENTALS One A Two bedroom apt.,
houses, available 9812 month leases Cal
362-7464

Toledo's only fundrinkery. Henry J'a la currently
hiring energetic, outgoing people, who Hke lo
have fun while they work Now is (he good lime
to make extra S for Christmas, Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply In parson at
Henry J's after 8 OOp m Wed Sun

Winthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
applcaliona lor Spring snd Fall '90 leases 1 ft
2 bedroom apartments available Three greet
locations, heat Included, maintenance, laundry,
etc Cal 352-9135 or coma to 400 Nepoleon
fld

MMtoFFltotei

*25,200. MONEY IFOR COLLEGE.
The Army can help you earn up to $25,200
for college with the Montgomery GI Bill Plus
the Army College Fund.
And there's another way we can help
you succeed in college-by offering you
^ learning experiences that will help you
develop the self-confidence and
discipline so important to achieving
college goals.
Here's how we help you earn
money for college. You, as a soldier,
contribute $100 a month from your first full twelve months' paychecks (for a total of $1,200). Then the government and the Army
contribute the rest (up to $9,600 from the government and up to
$14,400 from the Army).
We can help you get the money and develop the characteristics
that will help you achieve success once you enroll. For more information, call your local Army Recruiter.

352-7541

\

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN

saW
.'

WSOS Is now accepting applications for the
petition of Senior Nutrition Director Thai is a
ful-time. 52 weeks per year, 40 hours per
week. Administrative Unclassified position Salary wJ range between $21,000 and $25,000
- negotiable based on experience and education Send resume with cover letter to Carolyn
Jonaa. WSOS, PO Box 590. Fremont, OH
43420 EOE

i <' i l ,i i n in .■ it i

Present student ID. for Admission

Tickets can be picked up at game
if available. Don't wait, get your
ticket today at Memorial Hall.

Needed-One non-smoking male roommate lo
rant 1/2 an apt for spring semester Close to
campus Can pal 353 6431

Campus Pollyeyes

1:30 P.M. ANDERSON ARENA
MEN'S BASKETBALL V. YOUNGSTOWN
7:30 P.M. ICE ARENA
HOCKEY V. FERRIS STATE

Needed 1 Female non-smoking roommate to
sublease an E Marry Apt m spg with 2 girts.
can move m Exam week Please cal between
2 30 5 Mon Fn al 2 2930 Ask lor juke

HELP WANTED

* MALE ROOMMATE WANTED *
1 NON-SMOKING MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER NEW. 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. GREAT PRICE • $130
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES HURRY! THIS
ONE WONT LAST LONG FEEL FREE TO
CALL FOR MORE INFO 353-7888

PERSONALS

Miss Margaret » a natural born psychic She
wil tell you your past, present and future. She
wil advise you on al problems of Me Cal looey
for your appointment 337-2598.

Need: 1 female roommate tor Spring 90 semester Cal 364 6633

Work 15 hours per weekend Our company is
seeking employees to perform unskMed light
production work Current openings for a new
weekend shift-7 1/2 hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday Plant location Is only 2
blocks from BGSU campus The rate of wage is
S3 35 per hour H Interested m this weekend
shfft. or il you can work at least 15 hours Monday thru Fnday, cal the office al 364-2844 or
pick up an appscation at Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc 428 Ckxigh Street. Bowsng
Green. Ohio

WANTED

Interested m winning s free 19 Inch color TV.
answnng machine, or free pepai and pop from
PisanesosT? I' so stay TV

Interested m joining S.O L.D.?
me Student Oroanzatlon of Leadership
Development is sponsoring s reception
for interested applicants
Wednesday. Nov 29.9 00pm
2nd Floor. Student Services

Need one male roommate to sublease apt at
Buckeye House Apts For Spring Semester
Cs*353B7oS

,

ZEBESRULE
SEC-5

HAVE YOU PICKED UP YOUR '«» KEY?
The yearbooks are In and can be picked up In
28 Weel HaH with your Student I D

Male to sublease furnished apartment very
cloee to campus cal 354-8612

aTfl

